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(continued on the back)

The investigation in evaluating beer and beverages is, without any cent of doubt, anything but and far 
from what may appear to be a primitive discussion. It has come to the attention of many beer lovers 
and colleagues on this great golf course of a campus that a new world order, a new beer order, is in dire 
need of coming to and to be discussed by the public in a formal manner. Many of my colleagues have 
abdicated from their positions of beer and beverage enjoyment, nearly giving up beer entirely due to 
the turmoil that the “beer evaluations” has brought upon us. Enjoyment being better understood as a 
lifestyle, not a leisure activity.

However, the issue at hand is all mis-speculation and, put simply, a product of misinterpretation,
not an efficacy of misinformation:

“The beverages listed are in no particular order, but my thoughts on these beverages are
irrefutable. If you disagree with my expert analysis, you will have to take your complaints to my
lawyer.” (Anonymous, 1)

In fear of legal trouble, let it be whole heartedly understood that this is not an attack on the list in
itself, nor is it an attack of its respectfully anonymous creator. Contention is far from what the
beverage enjoying community needs.

Simply, this is a traditional graded tier list so that “Beer Evaluations” may be best understood by
the public and beer enjoyers alike.

Although the tier list is primarily concerned with ranking the beverages presented within “Beer
Evaluations”, we will also consider several beers that are not on the list for the sake of good
tastes and prevalence in the community. Those being; Modelo Black, Corona, Fat Tire, Mickey
Ultra, Sapporo, Miller High Life, Pacifico, Red Stripe, Yuengling, and Coors Banquet.
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Notes:
- There is no rudimentary order of the beverages in each grade. They are in order of most
favored to least favored, with most favored starting on the left.
- Modelo ≠ Corona
- Modleo Black ≠ Modelo
- It is not at all fair to generalize IPA’s, mixed drinks, and wine as one class of their own, but we
will here for the sake of simplicity.
- This list is far from perfection. I implore my peers and scholars alike to erect a list of their own
simply in aspiration of peace within the community.

TOP 5 DENISON ELEVATORS 
(to be trapped in)
We fucking love elevators. However, with the vast number of them present on campus, it can be hard to 
figure out which ones are really worth your time. To fix this, I trapped myself within every single eleva-
tor on campus, and I will now share my favorites with you :) 

5. Eisner Elevator 
This elevator is spacious. This is definitely an elevator where you could assign a piss corner/sleep corner 
etc. Plus, you can listen in on the musical things happening in Eisner! It’s exactly like a required concert 
(but you’re trapped in an elevator).

4. Crawford Elevator 
With this elevator, it really is all about the journey. To enter, you have to sneak onto the cleaning crew’s 
cart. They will then escort you past the locked door, directly into the usually-inaccessible elevator. Once 
you sneak off of the cart, it doesn’t even matter that you willingly entered Crawford Hall. It’s a nice, vin-
tage elevator entrapment experience.

3. Burton Morgan Elevator
I know this is the Bullsheet and all, but I gotta legitimately just say that this is a really pretty elevator. 
There’s a picture of campus on all of the walls and even a little design on the back of the door! You could 
meditate in this elevator. That being said, it is interesting that the elevator below the admissions office 
gets that extra attention…

2. Slayter Elevator
This is the extrovert’s favorite elevator. As the school’s primary bulletin board, the legion of posters with-
in provide adequate reading material for your entrapment period. You can really get in tune with what’s 
popping on campus. Additionally, the high foot traffic throughout Slayter means you’ll almost certainly 
be trapped with new friends! There’s nothing like elevator induced Stockholm-Syndrome to help you 
build new trauma bonds!

1. Knapp Elevator
This elevator hates you. The doors slam when they open and close and the chamber shakes viciously as 
it slowly creeps towards your destination. This elevator probably listens to Deftones. When you get stuck 
in it, your flight or fight response gets activated and you fully become an animal. It’s like injecting lethal 
amounts of caffeine directly into your carotid artery. When it happened to me, I clawed my way out of 
there howling and screaming and left a me-shaped hole in the wall. 10/10, a truly unforgettable experi-
ence.
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